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Tailoring Rural Community Web Sites to New Residents

Recruiting and retaining new residents is critically important to communities that are experiencing either job growth or a declining population. City councils and village boards across the state often ask the question, “How can we bring in and keep new people today?” This issue has not gone unnoticed by the Nebraska Department of Economic Development or the University of Nebraska.

Both groups have conducted research that looked at various aspects of migration and retention. When the researchers came together to discuss their project results, it was clear that community web sites were a key tool used by new residents in the relocation decision process. It was also clear that new residents typically were challenged in finding the right kind of community information on local web sites. Instead of web sites making it easy for them to find information, they made it difficult and often undersold the community and region.

In the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Extension publication, Tailoring Rural Community Web Sites to New Residents, (http://www.ianrpubs.unl.edu/sendIt/ec859.pdf) several web marketing suggestions are identified that were based on interpretations of research results. Listed below are just a few of these suggestions communities may wish to consider as they market themselves to new residents through community web sites.

What New Residents Tell Us

★ Research Finding*: New residents shop around – a job and quality of life issues are a package.

Most new residents consider multiple locations before choosing a community in which to move. Jobs are critical, but jobs alone may not bring new residents to your community. New residents also emphasize the importance of local quality of life considerations.

Possible web actions:

Community marketing efforts should feature those characteristics that make living in a given town and region special and desirable. Think carefully about what your location has to offer, and emphasize those amenities. They
might include: natural amenities and outdoor recreational opportunities, safety, the quality of the school and healthcare system, water and air quality, available housing, arts and entertainment – even amateur or school productions, proximity to retail centers, events and festivals, volunteer and leadership opportunities, reasonable tax rates (yes, new residents may feel that Nebraska tax rates are good, compared to the location they left), clubs and organizations and religious institutions.

★ Research Finding*: Some new residents are coming home, but for the majority, moving to this location is a new experience.

About one-third of new residents can be expected to have had prior experience in the area to which they are moving. They may in fact, be coming home.

Possible web actions:

For those who are completely new to the area, they may have lots of questions about issues that current residents take for granted. Perhaps a community web site could post frequently asked questions (FAQs) from new residents. Or maybe testimonials could be highlighted, using Web 2.0 applications like YouTube, that focus on benefits that are often taken for granted, such as the cost of daycare, commute times, etc.

Another option might be to have a list of phone numbers on the web site for people that are commonly called during the initial relocation process (real estate agents, utility contacts, local school admissions representative, etc). If a community can make the relocation process look easy, it will be seen positively.

★ Research Finding*: Web sites and family are key information sources.

When considering relocation, new residents first look to the internet and family for information about a community. These two sources are used most frequently. Current co-workers, friends and current community residents are also consulted, but less frequently.

Possible web actions:

Does the community web site have an easily found “relocation” button or tab so that potential residents can find the information they need? This suggestion might sound obvious, but it can be easily overlooked.

Do local residents know this information is available on the site and where it is located? If family and friends are often consulted about relocation information, it only makes sense that they are aware of it. It could be a very helpful tool for them to use.

★ Research Finding*: If we want them to stay, there needs to be easy and fun ways to meet people and to develop friendships.

Attracting new residents is not the same as retaining them. Forty percent of the respondents in the UNL study were either not planning to stay in their current community or were not sure of their plans. A feeling of “belonging” in the community had the strongest relationship with the expectation of staying in the community.

Possible web actions:

Is there a way for new residents to easily contact someone if they are not finding what they need to support their non-work interests, and to introduce them to social networks where people share their interests? New residents want to connect with these kinds of groups.

Web sites could make it easier for them when a local name and contact information is shared on the site for local and regional special interest groups. For instance, they can include places of worship, social and civic organizations, book and garden clubs and all kinds of recreational groups like trap shooting, baseball, volleyball, etc.

★ Research Finding*: Share your history, current successes and dreams for the future – communicate vision.

New residents report that they were seeking a community with a vision for the future. Moving is a huge financial and emotional investment. New residents want to be assured that the community they choose will be progressive.

Possible web actions:

On the website, communities that have identified a vision for their future should emphasize that vision in their recruiting efforts, and identify opportunities for newcomers to participate in future activities. For example, does the local chamber or economic development group have a new resident task force where they can offer suggestions? This group could be one of many that are listed on the web site.

Planning efforts that showcase completed community projects should be highlighted. For instance, communities could post photos of their old and new school, if this was a recent change. Libraries, community centers, soccer or baseball fields and park improvements are all examples that could be considered. These examples illustrate community vision and growth.
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[*An overview of the research process and findings from the survey, focus group interviews with new residents and the on-line survey with community development professionals can be found at http://cari.unl.edu/buffalo/publications.shtml#Journal].